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D'Ahoy project is an Erasmus+ KA2 Strategic Partnership to support Innovation. Its purpose
is to investigate, over 3 years (2017-2020), innovative educational ideas around Decision
Making, with a view to deeply reinforcing Decision Making skills for renewed and rejuvenated
integrative educational programmes in Higher Education (HE) and Vocational Education &
Training (VET), and promoting the internal exploitation and intensive dissemination of such
framework, for continuous development of HE and VET practices.
www.tinyurl.com/dahoyproject

Context and Objectives in D’Ahoy for Intellectual Output 1, Activity 4
(O1/A4, deliverable O1.3)
The O1.3. Teaching and Learning (T&L) activities survey and comparison in partner HEIs,
include:





context of Decision Making Knowledge and Skills in each programmes
classical courses
experiential & active courses
curriculum integration methods of these courses, with a transversal perspective, and
the strengths and weaknesses

For O1, three Joint Staff Training Events (JSTE) take place, in 3 different partner institutions,
to learn from Decision pedagogical issues, including a SWOT based method for identifying
and capitalizing on pros and cons, in the three dimensions of Decision (MDM, SDM, CDM).
➢ The 3 Joint staff training events that are experienced buy DAhoy project members, include
e.g. projects, practical, breadth courses, and experiential courses in partner's institution for
faculty competence development:
1. JSTE1 was at Ecole Navale, France, 22-24 January 2018 (No. C1, Fields Higher
Education, SP-HE-SHORT);
2. JSTE2 is to be at CoGC, Scotland, 16-18 April 2018 (No. C2, Fields Higher
Education, SP-HE-SHORT);
3. JSTE3 is to be at RU, Iceland, 5-7 June 2018 (No. C3, Fields Higher Education, SPHE-SHORT);
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JSTE2 course description "Take Good Decisions”
The JSTE2 at City of Glasgow College, No. C2, Fields Higher Education. JSTE1 was an
activity of type SP-HE-SHORT - Short-term joint staff training events, cf. p. 74 of the DAhoy
project application, titled "".
"Take Good Decisions" was for 13 D'Ahoy members over 3 days, held at COGC. This
second Join Staff training Event relied on formal exercises often used by students during
their maritime studies. JSTE2@COGC permitted participants to calibrate the outcomes of
JSTE2 in another context, so as to prepare the future formalization of the D-SKILLS Learning
Outcomes.
As inputs, CoGC gave to participants the “Leadership Excellence & Development” handbook,
by Faculty of Nautical studies. As a portfolio for students in MNTB programmes, it includes
Leadership Excellence & Development Portfolio (16 pages), the Leadership in Action
Reflective log “Dleep Fotebar” (10 pages), & Reflective Leadership Log (19 pages).
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Resume of the JSTE2 activities in April 2018
JSTE 2 was completed 16-18 April 2018, hosted by CoGC. The JSTE consisted of these
various activities:

Activity 1: Table Top Tactics
Type: Problem
Duration: 1 hour, 3 teams of 3 to 4
This exercise is a table top exercise, where students are given a problem, which requires the
students to analyse an unfamiliar situation (VUCA Context), evaluate potential solutions and
finally decide on a best course of action based on their analysis. This activity requires a lot
of communication, problem solving and also team working in order to come up with a group
plan.

Activity 2: Design & Build
Type: Design-built
Duration: 1,5 hours, 3 teams of 3 to 4
Based in a classroom, students are given a task where they have to design and build a
structure to meet given specifications. This requires students to work creatively as a team to
come up with a solution. There is also an element of competition between the teams
involved.

Activity 3: Entry in Enclosed Spaces
Type: Experiential
Duration: 10 minutes (without briefing & debriefing), 3 teams of 2 to 3
At sea the second biggest cause of fatality is personnel entering enclosed spaces, where
oxygen is depleted. This exercise introduces candidates to the code of safe working
practises and how to enter such environments. Once candidates are familiar with the
procedures to follow, the candidates will be asked to attempt a ‘rescue’ mission to save a
casualty.

Activity 4: Navigation Simulator: “The process of reaching a judgement, coming to a
conclusion or choosing an option”
Type: Simulation
Duration: 3 hours, 3 teams of 3 to 4
This activity are taken from a course which is delivered at City of Glasgow College (COGC),
which aims to give year 3 students an insight to their roles and responsibilities as a Deck
Officer in the Merchant Navy.
This day of exercises started off with basic exercises to allow the participants to get a ‘feel’
for the simulator and the location of necessary equipment. This will be ramped up through
gradual instruction to get participants to make decisions based on their knowledge gained in
the classroom in a real life environment. This will particularly be dependent on rule of the
road and basic navigational skills. CoGC state of the art simulators, allow instructors to
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record team responses, analyse body language and communication patterns and analyse
decisions which have been made.
How to make a decision:
a) Recognised prime decision making – this is intuitive
b) Rule-based – the use of procedures and checklists
c) Analytical – choosing one of a number of options
d) Creative – seeking out an untried solution to a novel problem.
6 Decision Making traps
FORDEC Model







F-Facts: What is the problem? Define it clearly
O-Options: What and how many do we have
R-Risks: What are the pros and cons of each option? How do they balance out?
Which option carries the fewest risks with most benefit?
D-Decide: upon which option to follow. If time allows, the decision may be discussed
with other team members.
E-Execute: carry out the selected option and delegate tasks to appropriate team
members.
C-Check: is everything working out as planned, do we need to adjust or change
anything? This is, in practice, a continuous process to ensure a safe and successful
outcome.

Activity 5: Escape Room
Type: Serious Game
Duration: 1 hour, 2 teams of 5 to 6
Participants will be ‘locked’ in a room and have to work together in order to solve problems to
be ‘released’; from the room. Similar to the activity completed in JSTE 1, but with more
decision making involved, but with more decision making skills present.
Overall, the very good welcome that offered CoGC during the Dahoy JSTE2 permitted
participants to assess the variety and quality of pedagogical interventions (both theoretical
and concrete and the balance associated with it), as well as the very practical and
educational dimension, to better understand the complexity of decision skills.
https://www.ticktockunlock.com/
Team building exercise, Tick Tock Unlock provides us with an engaging 60-minute game,
where 2 JSTE team members had to work together to escape the room by battling through
riddles, solving puzzles and decoding clues. Games are specifically designed to encourage
team players to share ideas and communicate with one another effectively. Full focus and
creative solutions are necessary to succeed in the games.
Escape Room 1: Conspiracy theorist and a renowned history professor has vanished under
mysterious circumstances. They claim that he finally lost the plot and ran away. But you
know the truth. He was taken. And now they are coming for you. Tick Tock … you have one
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hour to figure out the truth. Blueprint is Tick Tock Unlock’s first game and is one of the
best reviewed games in the UK.
Escape Room 2: Lifetime trip to the Island. You will love it so much, you wouldn’t want to
leave … or be able to. Even if you found your way back, the world that you left behind would
never be the same.
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Analysis of Activity 1: Table Top Tactics

Identified Learning Outputs from activity








Working in a team and making group decisions.
Taking into account constraints and uncertainties/risks.
Difference between Mathematical and Social/real life decision making.
Discover people’s strength and point of view.
Collective learning intra and inter team-working.
Mathematical approach aligned to task to impact decision making.
Exercise is accessible.

Opportunities for Development









Review option 2 – is it realistic.
Introduce a ‘snap’ decision – then further analysis to justify.
More analysis to clarify learning objective through de-briefing more thoroughly.
‘what if approach’, further decision making/problem solving models and approaches to
solutions.
How to give more confident answers/presentation.
Division of tasks reflected during exercise to speed up analysis.
Links to decision making theory.
Opportunity to reflect.
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Analysis of Activity 2: Design & Build
To give some significance to learning, it is advisable to have students identify and interpret,
by themselves, the intended learning outcomes.
Many exercises have been designed to promote team work or expose students to scientific,
technical or business skills. Icebreakers, kick-offs, warm-ups, energizers and brain-teasers
are often used in group activities. In engineering education, instructors use such kind of
practical games with increasing frequency. For example, Polytech Singapore has proposed
a One-Day One-Problem™ framework confronting students to a problem designed to
generate problem-solving skills. At the end of the program, a facilitator presents a solution to
the problem and students are encouraged to present their own proposal. At MIT, short active
learning games are introduced as activities to support formal classroom education. In
physics, the highly competitive International Bridge Building Contest challenges high school
students to construct a small bridge under strict conditions. Contestants are graded based
on the structural efficiency of the bridge they built.

Thanks to the reflective debriefing, simple and obvious connections are made by students,
but their significance for the next coming project is not so easily grasped. Moreover, in
experiential learning, the learning style inventory of Kolb has showed that a student’s
individual learning preferences could be specific (e.g., converger and pragmatic,
accommodator and activist, assimilator and theorist, or diverger and reflector). The need to
clarify intended LOs depends on such profiles. This may be the reason why some students
tend to view these activities as games not really connected to concepts and to the associated
larger project experimentation.
[1]

“Index to Group Activities, Games, Exercises & Initiatives.” Wilderdom Research Center.
http://www.wilderdom.com/games/gamesspecific.html Accessed: 2 March 2010.

[2]

O’Grady, G. and Alwis, W.A.M. “One Day, One Problem: PBL at the Republic Polytechnic.” 2002. In 4th Asia Pacific Conference in
PBL. Thailand.

[3]

De Weck, O.L., Kim, I.Y., and Hassan R. “Active Learning Games.” 2005. In 1st annual CDIO Conference. Queen’s University,
Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
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[4]

“International Bridge Building Contest.” 1 st May 2010 in Philadelphia, USA.
http://www.iit.edu/~hsbridge . Accessed: 2 March 2010.

[5]

A Starter Activity Design Process to Deepen Students Understanding of Outcome-related Project Learning Objectives. Rouvrais, S.,
Mallet, J., and Vinouze, B. In Electronic Proceedings of the 40th ASEE/IEEE Frontiers in Education Conference (FIE 2010),
Arlington, Washington D.C., October 27-30, 2010.

[6]

Séances de démarrage : mise en exergue des objectifs en pédagogie par projets. Rouvrais S., Ormrod J., and Gilliot J-M. In French. In
Proceedings of « Questions de pédagogie dans l'enseignement supérieur : nouveaux contextes, nouvelles compétences », 3rd FrenchIntl. Colloquium Pédagogie par projet dans l'enseignement supérieur, pages 287-291. Ecole Centrale de Lille. June 2005.

From CDIO community: more to be found here
http://www.cdio.org/implementing-cdio/standards/12-cdio-standards#standard5
A design-build experience is a learning event where the learning takes place through the
creation of a product or system. It can range from basic, which requires no previous
knowledge; to advanced courses, which requires sophisticated technical knowledge. The
outcome may consist of hardware, software, a digital model or a combination, but it has to be
functionally verifiable and provide immediate feedback to the students.
The nature of a design-build experience will be largely dependent on the engineering
discipline from which is derived. Development and realization of design-build experiences is
different and more complex than traditional course development and teaching. The learning
experience is not dependent on the quality of the workspace or the design-build task but a
combination of both together with adequate faculty support within a well-designed structure.
Thus, a number of general recommendations can be made:









start the development of a design-build experience well in advance
generate ideas by developing the design-build experience within a team
try to predict potential problems and prepare actions for them
ensure that all supervisors are appropriately educated and aware of the aims,
objectives and procedures of the design-build experience
carefully consider the communication flow of student-to-student and student-to-staff
test the design-build experience with a small group of students before using it with a
larger group
allocate a set amount of student hours to the DBE and consider monitoring the actual
time spent
utilize checkpoints/deliverables to enable tracking of student progress

Having taken account of these general recommendations the person or persons responsible
must move onto the more detailed design of the design-build experience. To assist with that
process some more specific notes are presented in a list of essential and desirable
attributes, and a checklist (below).
Design-build experience attributes
Essential






provide engineering product or systems building skills
include elements of conception, design, implementation and operation
enable testing and evaluation during the operation phase
focus on learning outcome rather than the product to be designed
provide an infinite number of paths to the solution
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be fully integrated with the curricular activities
include adequate training in use of equipment
provide all students with similar opportunities to develop their skills
increase students' motivation for engineering
reward students fairly for their contribution to the task

Desirable








provide a platform for training of professional skills
reinforce disciplinary knowledge
be cross-disciplinary
develop team work and build community
allow students to build and operate small, medium, and large systems
allow general prototype fabrication, test and redesign
develop written, oral, and graphical communication skills

Design-build experience checklist
Curriculum



which learning outcomes are to be addressed?
what faculty competencies will be required?

Workspace








what size/duration/scope will the project be?
what are the start conditions and end result?
will previous project themes be re-used, altered, scrapped?
what formal processes are required?
what will the team size and composition be?
what budget is available?
will there be any industry involvement and sponsorship?

Teaching and Learning


what type of instruction will be required?

Assessment



how will the activity be assessed?
will there be student self/peer assessment?

Identified Learning Outputs from this JSTE2 activity







Emphasis on creativity – different skill set.
Kinematic learning styles.
Decisions in the equation for design factor, what is the most important factor.
Negotiation.
Project management – balance of time between design and execution.
Decisions based in the design.
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Time constraint.

Opportunities for Development


Long instructions/comprehension – written instructions.



No test was possible as the project developed.
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Analysis of Activity 3: Entry in Enclosed Spaces

Identified Learning Outputs from activity














Importance of pre-planning and leadership.
Appointment of leader.
Think about ‘what ifs’. Hazard appreciation.
De-briefing.
Sensory appreciation of difficulties that may arise.
Difficulties/importance with communication (verbal and non-verbal).
Competitive task/speed vs safety.
Unfamiliar environment.
Accessible.
Scalability of the exercise – done in different environments.
Team size – effect on need for appointed leader (teams over 5; leadership becoming a
priority).
Observe/analyse/organisation.
One group planned, one not planned for comparison.

Opportunities for Development



Defining roles for tem members/tasks to be completed.
Planning a mission.
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Analysis of Activity 4: Navigation Simulator

Identified Learning Outputs from activity


















Emphasis of pre-planning and thinking ahead.
Perspective of being in a team and importance of communication.
Uncertainty of other shipping movements.
Simulator supports creating VUCA environment.
Group self-organisation by role – collaborative approach to complete a task.
Learning curve/experience in a very short period of time.
Cooperation throughout exercise.
Empowering team members to make decisions as a group.
Reinforcing information from multiple sources to give confidence in decisions.
Importance of trust.
Questioning of technology and data applied to situation.
Rotation of crew and team members.
Different outlook/fresh eyes on situations.
Effects of fatigue on team-members.
Empathy of other vessels/users operating in same environment.
Situational awareness.
Dynamic risk assessment/analysis.
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Opportunities for Development



Logical sequence of events to build up the exercise.
Ensure that students have a sense of achievement at the end of the exercise to boost
confidence.
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Analysis of Activity 5: Escape Room
Escape games, knowing a large international diffusion since 2010, as short teambuilding and
experiential activities, are an innovative example of team building and decision skills
development facilitators. 4 escape game rooms exist in Glasgow.
People play escape games to challenge their skills in logic and reasoning. The challenge is a
decision problem often in form of a riddle or mystery. A successful escape game is a
challenge that stirs emotions and provides the participants the chance to test their abilities to
work collectively towards solving the trials of the game. The games offer a structure and
order in playing as the solution is often sequence based. One solution leads to another until
the escape is a success. The participants in the game are, or can be, lead on by a facilitator
that can pass on hints to the participants if needed and to keep the flow in the game
Nearly all enjoy the feeling of challenge and complete absorption in company of comrades.
Escape games are therefore easily applicable in teaching. They can also impact emotions as
they game is fought against the clock providing the facilitator the means to put pressure on
the participant simulating VUCA condition. This approach is therefore in some ways well
suited for VUCA training.

The drawback of escape games is the linear sequential approach towards a one correct
solution. To make them more VUCA aligned escape games could be modified by constraints
that would require team consensus on decisions, assign veto and responsibilities to a single
leader, make the escape route solved in parallel activities and other means suited to
enhance leadership skills and collective team approach to solve a decision problem.

Identified Learning Outputs from activity






Enhance cooperation and communication skills.
Tasks could be delegated.
Problem solving.
Empowerment.
You can make decisions even without all the information.
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Opportunities for Development





Review how we approach these tasks – delegate roles.
Analyse student behaviour to advise and coach rather than participate.
Change the narrative – whole team do not see problems, have to describe them.
Exercises would have to be developed with decision skills embedded.
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General Observations from JSTE 2
Within Higher & VET education and training environments, decision making skills are
transversal and can be enriched by a multiplicity and variety of experiential learning
situations. During the COGC JSTE2, The VUCA concepts were to be clarified to link them
with learning outcomes.

A VUCA complexity rubric with three levels of magnitude was defined (see Table 1), where
an interpersonal dimension was added as it impacts the experiences and reliability of
actions. Each sequence of INT are to be positioned in this rubric, by students during the
debriefings, and by the experts and practitioners. Each TLA sequence is to enhance the
VUCAlity perturbation of the proposed situation to students (project factors, experience
resources, etc.) thanks to the previous sequence, e.g. by dynamical perturbation of a data or
factor. It relies on a progressive learning cycle, for learner proficiency improvement.
Perturbation Rubric of an experiential situation

Magnitude /
variability

Weak

Medium

Strong

Interpersonal

Volatility

Uncertainty

Complexity

Ambiguity

Individually or
few actors

Low variation of
factors,
static-ness

Known and
formal
environment

Simple sources and
organization of factors in
the environment

Plausible interpretation
(a rule or process)

Small collective
or disciplinary
team
<4

Predictable
change and
variance of
factors in the
environment

Imperfect
environment,
incomplete and
limited
information

Several sources and
components,
high order factors, and low
structure

Not obvious
interpretation
(disambiguation
required)

Interdisciplinary
and/or
intercultural
team >= 5

High dynamicity
and
unpredictability

Unknown
environment

Many components and
factors, disorganization of
factors, no structure

No possible
interpretations

The VUCAlity of experienced situations is then to be evaluated as a new set of variables
within the DBR, aside the learning outcomes variables (i.e. levels of achievements). Dynamic
correlations or interferences between IVUCA rubric elements will be perhaps identified.
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The 5 JSTE2 activities were positioned accordingly thanks to debriefing discussion sessions

Magnitude /
variability

Weak

Interpersonal

Volatility

Uncertainty

Complexity

Ambiguity

Table top
tactic,
Enclosed
Space
entry,
Escape
Room

Table top
tactic,
Enclosed
Space
entry

Table top tactic ,
Design and Build,
Enclosed Space
entry, Escape
Room

Simulators

Design and
Build,
Simulators,
Escape
Room

Medium

Strong

Design
and Build,
Simulators

Table top tactic
, Design and
Build, Enclosed
Space entry,
Escape Room
Simulators

The JSTE2 participants and activity designers found that is was not so easy to define the
IVUCAity of the training session. The simulation exercise as very progressive, with a simple
starter, aside theoretical reminders. The last experienced simulation was in strong level of
complexity, which was not possibly achieved in a first step. The method we used permits to
re-formalize decision-making learning outcomes and assessment criteria, in line with the
proposed IVUCA rubric. The IVUCA rubric is maybe more to be used by program and course
designers that learners.

Opportunities to calibrate or enhance the JSTE2 activities


Need to use VUCA Matrix.
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Think about placement of activities within the syllabus/programme, eg.
o Higher educational and VET programs increasingly rely on project-based
learning. Students struggled to identify the intended project’s learning
outcomes and therefore tended to distance themselves from it. Short team
concrete experiences could advantageously help students recognise by
themselves learning outcomes, eg by inserting half-day starter activities in the
front-end of larger projects. Properly designed starter activities can give
students deeper insights into the skills and abilities required to better complete
the project and associated learning, promote enthusiasm, and increase project
involvement and participation.
o

Learners need to face technical challenges and managerial complexities that
represent first cognitive obstacles. If properly designed and handled, a starter
activity induces a greater awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of
expected skills and abilities. However, the practical feasibility of a mission
should be dynamically controlled in order to ensure a positive reinforcement
and maintain a minimum contentment and motivation, maybe in line with
IVUCAity. It seems obvious that the number of learning outcomes addressed
should be limited so as to remain clear as it only represents a half-day
experiential activities including a short 30-minute debriefing.
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Transferals to other contexts than City of Glasgow College
The difficulties of decision-making processes in complex or uncertain environments (Klein
1999, Lipshitz et al., 2001) can raise contradictions. The complexity associated with the need
for rapid decision-making can lead to information overload and impair the decision-makers'
judgment. The multiplicity of procedures, their contradictory aspects, or simply the quantity of
procedures to follow in a complex situation can even lead to an inability to decide.

The learning and teaching tasks proposed on day of the activity can be easily embedded into
any training programme, particularly the table top tactic and the design and build. The
exercises can easily be modified to enhance learning activities aligned to specific core skills
such as comminution and problem solving depending on what the instructor wishes to
achieve by facilitating the session.
The VUCA matrix proposed could be implemented in these activities in order to provide a
bespoke and individualized learning experience for students and to enhance their skills in
terms of decision making.
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Annex 0: CoGC reference documents
Leadership in Action Reflective log Dleep Fotedar,,Faculty of Nautical Studies (11
pages)
© 2018 City of Glasgow College
Recognise and understand the importance of handling mistakes and errors in a professional manner
and as per the Safety Management System
Analysing accident/error/mistake
Think of the accident that happened to you or someone else, or mistake or error made by you or
someone else.
Describe the situation
Analyse accident/mistake/error by considering factors that might have affected or contributed to this
(use a separate sheet if required)
How could this accident/mistake/error have been prevented?
Case study: Grounding of Lysblink Seaaways, Kilchoan, West Scotland, 18th Feb 2015

Read the MAIB accident report “Grounding of Lysblink Seaaways, Kilchoan, West Scotland, 18 th Feb
2015” and consider how this accident could have been prevented if safety management system,
company policy, procedures and checklist have been used.
Organisation’s vision and mission
Select vision and mission statements from 2 existing organisations. One of them should be an
excellent, well written and defined vision and mission statement (based on your own judgment).
Another one should be poor/very basic.
Vision and Mission Statement 1
Vision and Mission Statement 2
Compare both vision and mission statements. Why do you think one is better than another? What is
lacking or what makes it excellent statement?
Re-write the poor vision and mission statement to make it better.
Understand the process of innovation and appreciate the change benefits that innovation brings to
the productivity and performance
Change or Comfort Zone
Reflect on the following:
Are you more “Better safe than sorry” or “Nothing ventured, nothing gained?”
Why?
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"Effective leaders help others to understand the necessity of change and to accept a common vision
of the desired outcome"
John KottEr
Change Management
Read scenario below and answer questions:
Allianz Bank has just completed merger with Regional Bank and now operates under Allianz Group
name. As a result, company is reviewing its policies, procedures and systems. Existing staff in both
companies will be rearranged in different departments based on newly developed Group strategy.
You have been appointed as the project manager to lead this change and to ensure smooth transition
of all staff. Staff across both companies are feeling fear, frustration, dissatisfaction to move to a new
department/role which created an environment of resistance.
Consider specific management and leadership attributes and behaviors you will need to exhibit in
order to successfully lead company through this change.
How will you handle staff negative feelings and manage resistance?
What steps will you take to review policies, procedures, systems in both companies and merge them
or develop new ones under a new company – Allianz Group?
What benefits do you think can bring this change?
INNOVATION AND CHANGE
Since our classroom discussion on innovation and change, can you give an example of how you have
been innovative recently and what changes did your innovation bring?
MIND-SET
We looked at the various mind-sets and also conducted an exercise to identify our individual mindset. In the areas that you have a strong or mild Fixed Mind-set, what can you change or learn to
possess a strong overall Growth Mind-set?

Reflective Leadership Log, Faculty of Nautical Studies (13 pages)
© 2018 City of Glasgow College
Qualities and Behaviours
Throughout your cadetship, you will be expected to uphold the core values of a professional seafarer. These have been aligned to the following qualities:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Discipline.
Respect for others.
Integrity
Loyalty
Responsibility
Commitment
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Task RL1 – To be completed before the end of phase 1
Thinking about each quality in turn, explain what each quality means to you.
Discipline
Respect for Others
Integrity
Loyalty
Responsibility
Commitment
Task RL2 – To be completed by start of phase 3.
Reflect on a task which you have lead or participated in, where there was a pre-determined objective
to be reached. Analyse which of the qualities of an officer where effectively or not effectively utilised
in the situation.
Standards of conduct
As a marine professional, we are expected to conduct ourselves to a high standard at all times. A
handful of simple guidelines should help:
We must obey:


Civil law



Safety Management Systems



Conduct and behaviour agreements of the environment in which we operate.

We must avoid:


Any activity which undermines our professional ability, or puts others at risk – in particular
the misuse of drugs and abuse of alcohol.



Any behaviour which damages the trust, confidence and respect between us and others in
our team. In particular we must not:
o

harass, bully or discriminate against anyone, on any grounds.

o

behave in a manner which could undermine good order and discipline.
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Getting Stuff Done
Task RL3 – To be completed by end of phase 1.
Think about the three terms, command, leadership and management. What do these terms mean to
you?
Command
Leadership
Management
How do you view the relationship between Command, Leadership and Management?
Task RL4 – To be completed by end of phase 1.
Have there been instances in your life where you have failed to reflect upon performance? What
was the outcome? How does that make you feel?
Ethics and Decision Making
Task RL5 – To be completed by the start of phase 3.
Decisions at sea are not always simple technically-based evaluations. Strands of finance, people and
other external factors, often intertwine to form an often complex web which make decisions more
difficult.
Produce a case study report (no more than 2000 words) of an incident at sea, and summarise the
issues which influenced the decisions which lead to the accident.
To complete this task, it is highly recommended that you use the Marine Accident Investigation Brach
website to find an appropriate case study.
Appendix 1 – Problem Solving in STEM Subjects
The purpose of this appendix is to make clear what we consider to constitute good problem solving
style and thus what we are looking for in homework and examination solutions.
Basic Rules:
1. Use Sufficient English to clearly describe what you are doing and thinking. Your goal should
be to write clearly enough that any classmate should be able to follow your solution without
help.
2. Show all the algebra in enough detail so that a classmate could follow all your steps.
3. Present your solution in a logical order. Don’t just place your work in arbitrary places on the
page. (At a minimum provide arrows so that someone can follow the flow of logic).
4. Take care of symbols and units. This is just as important as generating a number!
5. Use an appropriate number of significant figures.
6. Describe any assumptions or approximations you make.
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7. Follow a problem solving frame work:
a. Draw a sketch. It is always good practise to draw a sketch of the physical system.
b. List the given information. In most problems the information is scattered within the
question and listing all the data with the proper notation helps to envisage the whole
problem. Conversion to SI units should be carried out at this point.
c. Check for special processes. The question need not indicate the property that
remains constant directly - look for words or phrases that allow simplifying
assumptions to be made.
d. State Assumptions. Simplifying assumptions should be stated clearly and qualified.
e. Draw the processes on a diagram.

f.

Determine the unknowns.

Read example problem solutions for guidance on how much detail to include in your description of
the problem solving framework. Example solutions generally provide more description than is
necessary – aim for about two thirds of what is given in an example solution.
Problem solving is a decision making process. Efficient and successful problem solving occurs when
different procedures are considered and one is chosen as best. Occasionally we may give you a
problem which requires more thought. If this happens – try and keep in mind the five basic steps of
problem solving:

1. Identify the problem.
2. Devise a plan
3. Carry out the plan.
4. Reflect on the results.
5. Explain your solution.
This is called a heuristic and always works in a problem solving situation (including how to get to a
class at 0845 when public transport fails!)

Strength based Leadership Reflective log Dr. Nicola Crawford 2018 (16 pages)
© 2018 City of Glasgow College
Multiple intelligences
Thinking about each Intelligence in turn, explain what each means and also where the people holding
these intelligences will be useful in your team on board the ship and also while at college.






Body
Music
Number
Self
People
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Nature
Word
Picture

Recognise and be aware of own strengths and value of themselves and others in teams
Throughout your cadetship, you will be required to work with many types of people including peers,
lecturers and sea-going staff recognising your own strengths and strengths in others is an important
quality to learn.
Utilising the eight intelligences you have described above please state your strongest and least
natural intelligence.
Strongest natural intelligence –
Least natural intelligence –
For your strongest natural intelligence how can you add value to your team both at college and also
at sea.
For your least natural intelligence name some practical things you could do to enhance it.
For others that you meet that state to you they are not intelligent how could you explain intelligence
to them?
Reflect on a situation where you did not feel competent and felt less competent than others in your
group. How did that make you feel and also looking at all you have learned why was this the case?
Did you feel motivated?
What are the three things that affect our motivation. Please state one at a time and then explain
your understanding of what this means (they all begin with A!)
A………………

Communication
At sea many accidents are down to miscommunication and also carrying out a task in a different way
than asked.
Reflecting on the ropes activity what made the task difficult? Also, clear instructions were given and
all teams deviated from them. Why did that happen?
What percentage of communication is unconscious and how should you present yourself to show an
interested and confident officer?

Representational systems
Explain the following representational systems





Audio
Visual
Gustatory
Olfactory
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Kinaesthetic

Please state the results below from your survey on your most favoured representational system
How would be the best way to communicate with each of the categories mentioned above?





Audio
Visual
Audio Digital
Kinaesthetic

How are you going to recognise what each person’s favoured system is? What questions could you
ask them and also for each what words would you be listening for?
Reflecting back on the picture that you selected at the end please outline how you are going to feel
when you have been awarded your Certificate of Competency from the MCA. How does it relate to
the picture that you selected?
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Annex 1: Participant Feedbacks, questionnaires analysis for JSTE2
A1.1 DAhoy Quality Assurance questionnaire analysis (8 DAhoy respondents)
These are the main answers that the participants have provided to the 2nd JSTE activity
organized by CoGC, The answers are the result of filling a questionnaire prepared by Liliane
Esnault Consulting, external quality assurance pilot of the DAHOY project.
General comments
Everybody agrees that the event was very well organised, with a good timing, a good balance of
activities during the 3 days.
Regarding the decisions made during the activities
The decisions are differentiated from an activity to another (though there is still a confusion between
the type of decision and the type of activity).
The factors that influence the value of a decision are rather multiple depending on each participant.
Only the "cooperation within the group" seems to come to a quite unanimous opinion.

Regarding the uncertainty of the environment
In fact the environment [context of the activities] was not estimated as really uncertain or
perturbated. Maybe in this question, there was a confusion between the general atmosphere of the
JSTE which was in fact very friendly and "familiar" (more that the rain/wind/military/mud in Brest)
and the context happening within the activities (difficulty, lack of competence).
About the decision model(s)
Some decision-making models made a first appearance in this JSTE.
Regarding the elements constitutive of the models, nothing was added to the list coming out of the
Brest activities. Quite all the elements of this list were cited by one or the other participant at levels 4
or 5, meaning that the activities covered in fact a various set of decisions.
Regarding the competence model
The concept of "competence" is not clear for the participants :-).
There is a need to "translate" the words used into competences/skills/abilities or whatever could be
useful at this level.
About the lessons learnt
The participants seem to be comforted in the fact that some elements are "invariant" from one
situation to another ("wat would be similar") like analysing before acting, take others into
consideration, plan, …while some capacities may be developed more specifically in certain situations
(here: expect the unexpected, how complex and ambiguous the situation is, more observation and
reflexion).
About the innovativeness
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What was considered as innovative was the necessary level of cooperation (probably because in
Brest the accent was rather put on the "lonely leader", whereas in Glasgow the mobilisation of the
"collective intelligence" was a key success factor), the variety of situations in the different exercises,
and the variety of "skills" used to solve the different problems.
Point of view of the participatory observation (LES°
I think the debriefing sessions after each day help participants to better formalise their reflexions
about what they did. We start to phrase some characteristics of the decisions, the decisions models,
the uncertainty, etc., that are of a higher level of abstraction. Nevertheless, it seems that this kind of
activity – maybe because the stress is put on the practical and concrete side of things – are not really
favourable to dealing with the "abstract" level of things.
For all questions, there is a some tendency to express the answers in terms of activities/actions
rather than models/decisions/competences/lessons learnt. Then the answers become rather similar
from one question to the other…
The Escape Room appears to be of a better value if used at the beginning as an ice breaker.
I think there is a good complementarity between what was done in Brest and in Glasgow. Whereas in
Brest the accent was put on the importance of the leader and of sticking to the plan, in Glasgow the
accent was rather put on how to empower the members of the team and how to exploit and value
the diversity of capabilities to enhance and improve the efficiency of the group.
Let's see what Reykjavik will bring :-).
Meaning of the scales, depending on questions;
1 "really not good" … to 5 "very good" Or 1 "not agree at all" … to 5" totally agree"
General organisation of the event

1

2

3

4

5

Location

4

4

Rooms

4

4

Duration

4

4

Food

5

3

Organisation of activities

2

6

Others (specify)
Comments
Overall well organised and excellent events/tests
Emphasis on teamwork and activities outside of classroom was fruitful experience
In general, well organised and smoothly running
All activities were perfectly organised and scheduled
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Very well organised
Excellent organisation, welcome, timing, flexibility
Thanks so much!

About the decisions made during the experience/exercises

1

2

I could witness decisions made in an uncertain environment

3

4

5

1

6

1

Give one-two-three examples

Simulation
Enclosed room
The exercises were of diverse types
Ex1: making a collective decision on the roles in a rescue operation
Ex 2: finding a solution to a design problem
Ex 3: optimizing a goal with a case study as the guidelines
The side to overpass another ship in the simulator
Simulator exercise 3 – the difficulty was increased and must encountered problems with poorly
defined targets
In the building model we were designing and building simultaneously
Simulator was excellent
Engine room/enclosed space
Table to tactics
Activity 4 the most relevant
Activity 1
Activity 5 was good but rather as an ice-breaker activity
Navigation exercise, surprises in the environment to face rapidly and collaborativel
The decisions made were in fact useful and valuable due to:

the cooperation within the group

1

2

3

4

5

7

1
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the leadership of one participant

1

6

the fact that in the end the environment was not that much stressful

the fact that at least one participant had the "right" competencies /
abilities

3

5

2

2

3

2

other (specify)
good spirit in team work
open mindedness
Comments
At the simulator it was important to have navigation skills
Depending on the activity the aims are different and deal with decision in different ways
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About the uncertainty / perturbation of the environment

1

I actually found that the environment was uncertain / perturbated
(perturbating)

1

2

3

4

5

3

1

1

3

4

4

3

1

1

4

1

2

4

2

3

2

What were the reasons for that?

1

the difficulty of the activity

the unfamiliar location/time/environment

1

the group

2

the lack of competences for the activity

the stress imposed by the organisers

1

1

other (please specify)
navigation scenarios, boats appearing visually but not in the radar

Was "uncertainty" different from what was experienced in Brest?
yes
yes and no
yes
yes, more time oriented: new elements to address rapidly

If yes, does it provide with new words to characterise "uncertainty" or "perturbating"
These exercises were more "nautical" up to some degree.
Also the simulator added a valuable dimension to the exercise
The "no" stems from [the fact] that partly we had the same exercises
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Difference in environment
Non-predictable
surprising
Other/comments

About the decision model
During this experience, there was one (or several) decision making
model(s) that were explicitly referred to

1

2

3

4

5

2

2

2

1

2

1

Could you describe which one(s)?
This question depends on what we mean by DM? DM consists in variables,
constraints, controlled / uncontrolled. This approach was not in case in
Glasgow
Table top tactics was more about analysing while simulator was about
collaborate and coordinate and entry into enclosed spaces was about
planning
The simulator exercises were all about decision making
FORDEC
RPD model with activity 4
FORDEC (Facts, Options, Roles, Decide, Execute, Check)
In these1 exercises/experiences new items were added to the decisionmaking model
[for your memory here are the ones that came up from Brest

Recognise and qualify a situation

Analyse a situation and formulate a judgment (according to variables,
resources and constraints)

1

2

1

1

4

1

3

2

Face complexity

React and decide in action
1
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Take one's responsibility in the decision-making

1

1

3

1

Learn from experience - adapt the plan to the evolution of the situation

1

1

3

1

Formulate different solutions

2

2

1

Analyse the criticality of the situation

3

3

3

3

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

2

3

1

Collaborate – consult with others – coordinate

Select a model adapted to the situation

1

Plan

1

1

Face risks – identify cognitive biases

3

Define scenarios (multiple choice / multi options)

1

2

]
FORDEC model presented but not consciously applied
Could you give some examples of the competences that were evidenced (for yourself, in your own
activities and actions) during the experience?

The importance of planning beforehand
How easily plans become obsolete in action
Collaboration
Anticipation
Try and fail
analyse
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the ability to analyse situations and taking team decisions in real time
being able to accept or refuse others' opinions
listening to others in the group assisted with the decision making
I tend to work alone so sharing information was [….]
Teamwork
Empowerment
Problem solving
communication
collaborative skills
analysis skills
skill to make decision in VUCA environment
react, consciously and collaboratively
Other/comments
Few intuitive actions

Lessons learnt
I have identified new elements that were not evidenced in Brest

1

2

3

4

1

4

3

3

5

Which ones?
Different events
Case studies
DM in the dark!
complexity
what-if approach
time to take a tea to decide reasonably
It could be elements of the decision-making process, elements in the
behaviour of participants, competences, elements in the pedagogical value
of the exercises, etc.)
Should you happen to encounter a similar situation, would you react
differently now?

1
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Explain what would be similar
cooperation
the general approach would be similar
analysing before acting
take into consideration others' point of view
most of rational / mathematical decisions will be the same
attitude and behaviour
work with others
analyse the situation
take into account time for decision
plan
roles system
listen to others

Explain what would be different
Expect the unexpected (like in enclosed space and in the simulation)
More rigorous beforehand planning
Take some elevation to identify how volatile and uncertain the situation is
And how complex and ambiguous I feel it
To take into account risks and possible actions that other people involved
in the situation can do
Reflexions
More observations
Dividing tasks
Observe ahead
Other/comments
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About the value of the activity for an innovative learning approach of
decision making

1

2

3

Globally, I found the sequence valuable for an innovative learning process

4

5

6

2

If "yes" (columns 4-5), give 3 main reasons for that

To use environment outside of the regular classroom, like the simulator and enclosed space
To adapt some of the activities / processes to enhance "regular" labs in totally different fields
Activity based learning is by far best to enhance VUCA [……..]
The mix of VUCA factors in exercises
The focus on cooperation is instrumental
Different situations
Analysing and acting
Collaborate with different people
Some of these activities force the team to take decisions and collaborate
Debriefing and discussing after activities helps to analyse your own decisions
Makes easier to understand risks and uncertainty in decision making
Variety of tasks kept interest high aiding learning
The complexity of tasks forced teamwork
The difficulty of some environments made decision making hard
However the "escape room" shows be earlier in the course
Good to concentrate on organisational skills
Good use of technology
Opportunity to collaborate
Different ways to deal with decision
Cooperation
Experiential learning activities
Fun
Transferable
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Serious, realistic for the navigation scenarios and table top activity

If "no" (columns 1-2), explain why

If "not sure" (column 3), explain why

If "no" or "not sure" (or maybe even if "yes")
what could be improved to make it really valuable?
Maybe organising exercise from the less involving DM to the most implicated one
The "building" activity needs more variables

What should definitely be abandoned or replaced?
Escape games must be adjusted to VUCA to be meaningful to students
Either nothing or the escape room
Adjust the escape room to be more structured activity

Here is how I would describe the innovativeness of the sequence
From the collaboration to the decision
As above (sic)
More experience (escape game, table top)
Progressive, clear, accessible to newbies
Engaging
Will bring good anchored "souvenirs"
Other/comments
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A1.2 DAhoy JSTE1 Analysis (8 DAhoy respondents)
These are the main answers that the partners have provided to the second JSTE activity
organized by the City of Glasgow College in the Faculty of Nautical Studies in Glasgow. The
answers are the result of filling a questionnaire prepared by FUEIB in the framework of the
DAHOY project (Activity A1 / O4)

QUESTIONS
1. Indicate the main strong competences/qualities that you think you have developed
during the activities proposed in the training event
Team Work (3 answers)
Collaboration (2 answers)
Planning (2 answers)
Analyzing and designing events according to decision making
Leadership
Experience taking decisions in VUCA contexts
Problem Solving
Decision skills
Collaborative skills
Listening skills
Anticipating
Regulating
To control
To observe
Not to be Impetuous
Watchfulness
Greater toolbox to use in the future
Looking ahead
Fresh Ideas
Arrangement of activity based learning;
2.
-

Identify your main weaknesses or non-qualities when you have had to resolve the
activities proposed by the organization.
The difficulties of communicating in a different language (6 answers)
Not explain adequately how activities could be solved (2 answers)
Don't assume responsibilities in decision making (2 answers)
My lack of experience of professional training

3.
-

In which activities during the JSTE did you have to make more decisions?
Exercise- 2nd Day (6 answers)
Table Top Tactics-1st Day (5 answers)
Entry into enclosed spaces- 1st Day (One answer)
Escape Rooms. 3rd Day (One answer)
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3b. For what reason/s do you have had to take more decisions in the activity/ies
marked?
For the Exercise
 Due to the longevity at the exercise
 There was more possibilities
 Environment changing dynamically during the action, unpredictable
 More difficult scenarios when more options to choose
For the Table Top Tactics
 We have to analyze a rational situation taking in account several factors and then
propose different solutions for each situation
 More difficult scenarios when more options to choose
 Problem solving with alternatives and ambiguities
 It was a group activity with small decisions
 Because it was a mix of mathematics and assessment
For the Entry into enclosed spaces
 Due to the competitiveness
For the escape rooms
 Have to individually find solutions/decision
4.
-

During the activities, what were the reasons that made decisions adequate or
useful?
Good collaboration by all members (8 answers)
The application of logic to the existing problem (4 answers)
The leadership of a team member (2 answers)
The experience of training of all members
The experience or training of one of the members
My own experience of professional training
Others: No formal model used, good spirit of collaboration and sense making

5.
-

In which of the activities were the most difficult situations to be solved?
Table Top Tactics (3 answers)
Escape Rooms (3 answers)
Exercise (3 answers)
Entry into enclosed spaces
Design and Build

5b. Can you explain what decisions did you take to solve the difficulties in the
activity/ies marked? What were the difficulty factors to be faced?
For the Table Top Tactics
 To choose the options with the objective of the operation
 Analysis
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Constraints of time
Uncertainty

For the Escape Rooms
 To ascertain the solution to many of the persons encountered in this room
 There was a lot of information and potential clues, so we had to decide what was a
useful clue on that moment and what wasn't a useful clue
For the exercise
 To feel a realistic risk
 Slip speed
For the entry into enclosed spaces
 To have the approach to save human lite
For the design and build
 No model to use so unfamiliarity, and sometimes low motivation pointing, when hearting
the cognitive wall
6.

What was your attitude when the group made decisions during the resolution of
activities? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree"

Interact with the other members of the group
Participate in decision making
Agree decisions with the other members of the group
Assume leadership in decision making
Manifest their disagreement with the decisions taken
by the group
7.

2,88

What did you do when you needed to make a decision? Indicate from 1 to 5, being
1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree”

Search for optimal solutions
Interact with other group members
Analyze the situation
Define priorities
Identify the risk factors
Agree decisions with other members of the group
Organize team work
Manage conflicts
8.

4,63
4,38
4,25
3,00

4,38
4,38
4,25
4,13
4,00
3,88
3,25
2,88

In any of the activities, did you use your experience or training to solve the
problems/difficulties posed?

8 Affirmative answers
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8b. If yes, could you indicate which aspects you used? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1
"Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree”
Know how to work in a team
Know how to organize
Self-Confidence
Leadership
Self-control
9.

4,25
4,25
3,88
3,50
3,25

At the time of making the decisions, what behavior did you show? Indicate from 1
to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree.

Apply the rationality or the logic
Reflect on the situation
Try to control the uncertainty
Be impulsive
Lack of reaction

4,13
3,63
3,25
2,25
2,00

10. Now that the activities have been completed, would you have taken different
decisions from those that you finally took?
4 Affirmative answers
4 Negative answers
If yes, which decisions to be taken?
To change the tower design
To plan the risk operation forehand
To use whiteboards for planning
More planning for the enclosed room activity
To prepare better for the potentially volatile situation
To respect the rules little more
To stay to the consensus
To map to real situations
To learn rather than playing the activities

11. Which strong competences or qualities that you did not apply during activities
were you apply if to redo such activities?
Planning
Listening
More prioritization
More analyzing
To take into account unexpected events
To analyze risks on the rescue mission rather than trying to do it so fast
To follow reglementation know-how and rules
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-

To separate tasks

12. Based on the decisions you have taken during the activities, please write down
the outcomes of the decision you believe are positive (Pros) and negative or less
desirable (Cons)
PROS
To analyze
To collaborate
Team work
Team Confidence
Team Spirit
To solve Compicted Tasks
Rational and logic decisions
Communication
To collaborate tasks
Creativity for decision
Complexity situation to face and make a decision
Make a decision with incomplete information
CONTRAS
Not structured
Little relationships to engineering
Not taking risks into account
Time waiting in the escape room
Innovative and original funny actions which could contradict with rules and
reglementations
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